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The paper deals with vector optimization problems where the solution set the
.weakly efficient set may be empty. We generalize the results known in scalar
optimization concerning minimizing and stationary sequences. The relations be-
tween these two concepts are given. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
w xThe concept of a stationary sequence was introduced in 2 in order to
approach some mathematical programming problems when the algorithm
produces an unbounded sequence. There has been characterized a large
class of convex functions leading to such sequences. These notions have
w xalso been considered in 3 for constrained mathematical programming
problems.
It is quite natural to approach in the same way the vector optimization
problems. The last time, due to their practical and theoretical importance,
the vector optimization problems have been intensively studied as, for
w xexample, in 5, 6, 8]10 .
In our study we have considered and characterized the weakly infimal
set. Then we have introduced the concepts of Pareto optimizing1 and
scalarly stationary sequences. We have established some links between
these two concepts. This allows us to approach the case where the weakly
Pareto set is empty.2
1 w xA closely related notion has been used in 8 for studying the well posed problems.
2 w xThe different definitions of ``minimizing'' sequences used in 8 are based on the idea that
the weakly Pareto set is non-empty.
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Let X and Y be real Banach spaces. We denote the topological dual of
U  :Y by Y and by ? , ? the duality scalar product. B stands for the unit
open ball and ­ B the unit sphere in any of these spaces. Let C ; Y be a
closed pointed cone i.e., a C q bC ; C, ;a , b g R and C l y C sq
 4.0 . This cone defines a partial order relation: x F y m y y x g C. WeC
suppose Int C / B and Int Cs C. Let us consider a map F : X ª Y. For
the vector ``minimization'' problem,
``minimize'' F x , x g X PMV .  .
 .  .we say that a g X is a weakly Pareto solution if F X y F a ;
 .  .Y _ yInt C . The weakly Pareto or efficient set will be denoted by E .w
The point a g X is a local Pareto solution if there exists « ) 0 such that
 .  .  .F a q « B y F a ; Y _ yInt C . The locally weakly Pareto set will be
denoted by El oc.w
Note that E ; El oc and that, if F is continuous, then E is closedw w w
in X.
Let us consider the sets
q U < : 4C s l g Y l, y G 0 ; y g C and
q U < :  4C s l g Y l, y ) 0 ; y g C_ 0 . 40
q  U < : 4 q UNote that C s F l g Y l, y G 0 , hence C is closed in Y .y g C
Using the fact that a linear form is null iff it is null on an open set we have
that
q  : 4;l g C _ 0 , ; y g Int C , l, y ) 0 1 .
Cq ; Cq and Int Cq s Int Cq . 2 .  .0 0
 : qLEMMA 1. For all z g Int C, we ha¨e inf l, z G dist z,lg ­ B l C
.Y _C .
 . x wProof. Let us put a s dist z, Y _C . For each r g 0, a we have z q
q 5 5 5 5rB ; C. Consider l g ­ B l C . Since l s 1 there exist e g Y, e sn n
 :  :  :1, l, e ª 1. But y s z y re g C, hence 0 F l, y s l, z yn n n n
 :  : yr l, e . If n ª q` we obtain r F l, z , and then, if r ª a , we haven
 :a F l, z which concludes the proof of the lemma.
 .By 1 it is easy to see that
 :E > arg min l, F x ; .Dw
xgXq  4lgC _ 0
l ocl oc  :E > arg min l, F x . 3 .  .Dw
xgXq  4lgC _ 0
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DEFINITION. We say that F is C-con¨ex if
w x X;u g 0, 1 , ; x , x g X ,
F 1 y u x q u xX y 1 y u F x y u F xX g yC. .  .  .  . .
PROPOSITION 1. Let F be a C-con¨ex map. Then the weakly Pareto set is
  .: l ocqgi¨ en by E s D arg min l, F x s E .w lg C _04 x g X w
w x l ocProof. The first relation can be found in 9 and the proof of E s Ew w
is the same as in the case of a real convex function where any local
minimum is a global one.
DEFINITION. Let F be a Frechet differentiable map. A point a g X isÂ
q  4called weakly scalarly stationary if there exists l g C _ 0 such that
 X . :  X .  .l, F a h s 0, ;h g X. F a g L X, Y stands for the Frechet deriva-Â
.tive of F at the point a.
We denote by S the set of the weakly scalarly stationary points. Notew
that
HXq  4a g S m C _ 0 l F a X / B. . .  .w
PROPOSITION 2. Let F be a Frechet differentiable map and a g X. ThenÂ
we ha¨e
a g S m FX a X l Int C s B. .w
q  4  X . .HProof. Let a g S . Thus there exists l g C _ 0 l F a X . Fromw
 .  :1 we have that for each y g Int C, l, y ) 0, hence the first implication
is proved.
The converse can be proved using a separation theorem.
PROPOSITION 3. Let F be a Frechet differentiable map. Then El oc ; S .Â w w
Moreo¨er, if F is C-con¨ex, then El oc s E s S .w 2 w
l oc  . Proof. Let a g E . The set C s Y _ yInt C is a closed cone i.e.,w 1
.a C ; C , ;a g R . For « ) 0 small enough and for all h g « B we have1 1 q
 .  . X .  . UF a q h y F a s F a h q o h g C . For all a g R we have1 q
 X .  .. X .  .a F a h q o h s aF a h q o a h g C , hence dividing by a and let-1
q X . X .ting a ª 0 we obtain F a h g C . It follows that F a X l y Int C s1
X . l ocB hence F a X l Int C s B and Proposition 2 implies E ; S .w w
If F is C-convex, then by using Proposition 1 and the fact that for a real
   .:convex differentiable function in this case the function x ¬ l, F x
q  4.with l g C _ 0 a point x is stationary m x is a local minimum m x is
a global minimum.
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DEFINITIONS. Now we introduce the weakly infimal set and the locally
weakly infimal set in the following way:
<INF F s y g F X F X y y ; Y _ yInt C 4 .  .  .  .w
l oc <INF F s y g F X '« ) 0 : .  .w
F X l y q « B y y ; Y _ yInt C .4 .  .  .
 .A sequence x in X will be called:n
 .  .1 asymptotically weakly Pareto optimizing a.w.p. if
dist F x , INF F ª 0; .  . .n w
 .  .   ..2 weakly Pareto optimizing w.p. if the sequence F x convergesn
 .to an element belonging to INF F ;w
 .  .3 weakly scalarly stationary w.s.s. if F is Frechet differentiable andÂ
 . qthere exists a sequence l in ­ B l C verifyingn
 X :for every bounded sequence h in X , lim l , F x h s 0. .  .n n n n
nªq`
4 .
 .Remarks. 1 Every w.p. sequence is an a.w.p. sequence.
 .  .  .2 F E ; INF F .w w
 .  .3 E may be empty while INF F is not empty as we can see inw w
the following.
2 2  .  x1qx 2 x1yx 2 .EXAMPLE 1. Let X s Y s R , C s R , F x , x s e , e .q 1 2
l oc  .  .We have E s E s B. It is easy to see that INF F s y , y gw w w 1 2
2 < 4R y y s 0 .q 1 2
 .In the sequel we assume that INF F is not empty. The followingw
 .propositions characterize the set INF F . Define, for each a g Y, thew
``level set'' by
<L a s x g X F x y a g yC . 4 .  .
 .It is obvious that L a is closed. Moreover if F is a C-convex map then
 .L a is a convex set.
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q  4PROPOSITION 4. Let F be continuous. Consider for each l g C _ 0 , the
sets F gi¨ en byl
 :¡B if inf l, F x s y` .




INF F > F . . Dw l
q  4lgC _ 0
Moreo¨er, if F is C-con¨ex, then the pre¨ious inclusion becomes an
equality.
q  4Proof. Let l g C _ 0 and y g F . Thus y g F X and .l
 :  :; x g X , l, y F l, F x . 5 .  .
 .  .If y f INF F , then there exists x g X such that F x y y g yInt C.w
  . :  .It follows that l, F x y y - 0 which contradicts 5 . Hence, the inclu-
sion holds.
 .Now assume that F is a C-convex map. Let y g INF F . The inclusionw
 .  .   .F X y y ; Y _ yInt C and the C-convexity of F imply that co F X y
.  .  .y ; Y _ yInt C , hence by the separation theorem we obtain 5 hence
the inclusion is an equality.
PROPOSITION 5. Assume F is continuous and let e g Int C. Then it holds:
INF F s F L a . 6 .  .  . .F Dw
h)0  .agh eqINF Fw
 .Proof. Note first that a g INF F and for all h ) 0 we havew
a g F L a q he , hence ``; .'' . .
 .Conversely, let y g F D F L a . If y f INF F , . .h) 0 a gh eqINF F . ww
 .then there is some x g X such that F x y y g yInt C. Let h ) 0 such
 .  .that F x y y q he g yInt C. There exists a g INF F such that y yw
 .a y he g yC. Form the last two relations we obtain F x y a g yInt C
which is a contradiction. Thus Proposition 5 is proved.
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2. LINKS BETWEEN WEAKLY SCALARLY STATIONARY
AND WEAKLY PARETO OPTIMIZING SEQUENCES
The next theorem gives sufficient conditions that an w.s.s. sequence is
a.w.p., or w.p.
THEOREM 1. Let X be a reflexi¨ e Banach space, F be Frechet differen-Â
 .tiable and C-con¨ex. Let x be a w.s.s. sequence. The following hold:n
 .  .1 If x con¨erges then its limit is a weakly Pareto point.n
 .2 Assume the following hypothesis:
 .H ;D ) 0, ; x g X, we ha¨es
Xdist x , L F x . . . X5 5h r x s 1 q sup F x y F x G D , .  .  .X1  5 5F x y F x .  .
F x y F xX g yInt C - q` .  . 5
 .   ..  .with the con¨ention sup B s 0 . If the sequence F x con¨erges then xn n
is a w. p. sequence.
 .  .3 In general, if H and the following hypothesis hold, ;r ) 0,s
 .  .  .'h r ) 0: h r x G h r ; x g X,1
 .  .   .  ..H ; x g X such that d x s dist F x , INF F ) 0, we ha¨ew w
;« ) 0, 'a g INF F l F x y Int C , .  . .w
5 5F x y a F d x q « , .  .
 . 3and if there exists a sequence y in X such thatn
 .  .  .   .  ..i F y y F x g yInt C and dist F y , INF F ª 0.n n n w
 . U   .  .: 5  .ii 'k g R such that ;n g N, l , F x y F y G k F x yq n n n n
 .5  . q  .F y where l ; ­ B l C is a sequence ¨erifying 4 , then the sequencen n
 .x is a.w. p.n
 .  .Proof. 1 let x s lim x and consider a sequence l given in then n
 .definition of the w.s.s. sequence x .n
 .  .If x f E , then there exists b g X such that F b y F x g yInt C.w
 .  .Therefore we can find n g N such that F b y F x g yInt C, ;n G0 n
3If there is some n g N such that x f E for all n G n then, there always exists such a0 n w 0
 .  .  .  .sequence y verifying i because of H . Otherwise it is obvious that x is an a.w.p.n w n
sequence.
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n . By Lemma 1, we have that for each n G n ,0 0
0 - dist F x y F b , Y _C .  . .
5 5F F x y F x q dist F x y F b , Y _C .  .  .  . .n n
5 5  :F F x y F x q l , F x y F b .  .  .  .n n n
5 5  X :F F x y F x q l , F x x y b . .  .  .  .n n n n
5 5Obviously x / b, hence if we divide by x y b and take the limit lettingn
  .  . . 5 5n ª q` we get the contradiction dist F x y F b , Y _C r x y b F 0.
 .  .  .2 Let y s lim F x . If y f INF F , then there exists x g X suchn w
 .that F x y y g yInt C.
 .  .There is also n g N and D ) 0 such that, for all n G n , F x y F x0 0 n
5  .  .5g yInt C and F x y F x ) D.n
  ..Let z be a projection of x on the closed convex set L F x . For alln n
n G n ,0
F x G F z G F x q FX x z y x .  .  .  .  .C n C n n n n
hence
 X :l , F x x y z .  .n n n n
 :G l , F x y F x .  .n n
dist x , L F x . . .n  :G l , F x y F x .  .n n5 5h D F x y F x .  .  .n
5 5x y zn n  :s l , F x y F x .  .n n5 5h D F x y F x .  .  .n
5 5x y zn nG dist F x y F x , Y _C . .  . .n5 5h D F x y F x .  .  .n
But
5 5dist F x y F x , Y _C G dist y y F x , Y _C y y y F x .  .  .  . . .n n
hence
5 5x y zn nX :l , F x x y z G dist y y F x , Y _C .  .  . .n n n n 5 5h D F x y F x .  .  .n
5 5y y y F x . .n
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5 5  .Dividing by x y z which does not tend to 0 and letting n ª q` wen n
obtain the contradiction
1
0 G dist y y F x , Y _C ) 0 . .
5 5h D y y F x .  .
which completes the proof.
 .  .3 Assume that x is not an a.w.p. sequence. Hence we can findn
D g RU such thatq
dist F x , INF F G 2D 7 .  .  . .n w
holds for an infinite number of values of n. Without loss of generality we
 .may suppose that 7 holds for all n. Thus there exists a number n g N0
such that for each n G n0
5 5F x y F y G D . .  .n n
  ..Let z be a projection of x on the closed convex set L F y . Hencen n n
5 5    ...  .  .x y z s dist x , L F y and F z y F y g yC. We obtainn n n n n n
F y G F z G F x q FX x z y x .  .  .  .  .n C n C n n n n
and thus
 X :  :l , F x x y z G l , F x y F y .  .  .  .n n n n n n n
k
5 5 5 5G k F x y F y G x y z . .  .n n n nh D .
5 5Dividing by x y z and letting n ª q` we get a contradiction.n n
w xThe converse of the previous theorem is generally false. But, as in 3 we
will show that, given an a.w.p. sequence, one can find a nearby w.s.s.
sequence. Suppose that we can define on X a function w, called Bump
w xfunction in 4 , satisfying the following properties:
 .i w is Frechet differentiable.Â
 .  . w x  .  . 5 5ii ; x g X, w x g 0, 1 , w 0 s 1, and w x s 0 if x ) 1.
 . 5 X .5iii 'A ) 0, such that w x F A, ; x g X.
Let « ) 0, « ) 0, « s « « , and a g X. It is obvious that the function1 2 1 2
 .  . .w x s «w x y a r« verifies:« 2
 .i w is Frechet differentiable.Â«
 .  . w x  .  . 5 5ii ; x g X, w x g 0, « , w a s « , and w x s 0 if x y a« « «
) « .2
 . 5 X  .5iii 'A ) 0, such that w x F A« , ; x g X.« 1
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THEOREM 2. Assume that F is Frechet differentiable and that F q w eÂ
transforms the closed bounded sets in closed sets for all e g Y. Let « ) 0 and
  .  ..  .a g X such that dist F a , INF F - « . Then, for each couple « , «w 1 2
such that « « s « , there exists a point aX g X and a function G : X ª Y1 2
Frechet differentiable such thatÂ
 . 5 X 5i a y a F «2
 . 5  .5 5 X .5ii ; x g X, G x F « , and G x F A«1
 . Xiii a is a weakly Pareto point of F q G.
  .  ..  .Proof. Let a g X be such that dist F a , INF F - e . If F a gw
X .INF F then take G s 0 and a s a. Otherwise, consider y g F X .w
5  .5   . .verifying y y F a F « and F X y y l y Int C s B. Let e g B,
 .  .  .such that y s F a q « e. Consider G x s w x e and f s F q G. We«
 .  . 5 5  .  .have f x s F x for all x g X such that x y a ) « , hence f x y f a2
 .  .  .; Y _ yInt C because f a s F a q « e s y. But, following our assump-
 .tion, f a q « B is a closed bounded set. Then, using the drop theorem2
X .   . .applied to f a q « B l f a y C one can find an element a g a q « B2 2
such that
f aX g f a y C .  .
X  4f a q « B y f a l yC s 0 . .  . . .2
X  .This means that a is a Pareto point in particular a weakly Pareto point
for f.
We obtain the following consequence.
 .THEOREM 3. If the sequence x is a w. p. for F then there exists a w.s.s.n
 X . 5 X 5sequence x such that lim x y x s 0.n nª` n n
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